KR 33 NATURA
Environmental friendly water based protecting agent reviver of the natural colour, water repellent

Line
Protection "GO GREEN WITH GENERAL"

Function
WATER REPELLENT SEALER, REVIVER OF THE NATURAL COLOUR FOR POLISHED MARBLES AND GRANITES (not rough or flamed).
IT DOESN'T BAR THE NATURAL TRANSPARATION CAPACITY OF THE TREATED MATERIALS.

Materials
ALL ABSORBING NATURAL STONES.
SPECIALY SUITABLE FOR POLYCHROME AND POLISHED MARBLES AND GRANITES

How to use
APPLY THE PRODUCT AS IT IS (Do not dilute).
The surfaces and the materials to be treated must be clean and without any trace of greasy substance, but can be humid or slightly wet.
Let the material impregnate according to its porosity; eventual excess on the surface must be removed before drying.
For a more intense reviving effect a coat more can be needed, before the total drying.
IMPORTANT! Do not let the product dry on the surface; always remove the excess of product at risk of drying by using a white cotton cloth.

Packaging
Lt. 1-5-10

Important
WATER BASED PRODUCT; DURING THE HANDLING IT IS ANYWAY SUGGESTED TO WEAR PROTECTING GLOVES. FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT SAFETY, CONSULT THE LABEL AND THE MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET. APPLY ON POLISHED MATERIALS ONLY (not on rough or flamed materials). DO NOT APPLY ON WHITE OR VERY LIGHT COLOUR MARBLES. In case apply Imperston or Ever Clean.
A PRELIMINARY TEST IN A SMALL, HIDDEN, AREA IS RECOMMENDED BEFORE THE APPLICATION.
The product is an aqueous emulsion: cannot stand the frost.
Store at temperature between 5Â°C and 35Â°C (41Â°F and 95Â°F), sheltered from direct sunrays.
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